
Third Pa~v Privacy Ri.qhts
February !9, 1990

confidential

Could I just share the questions I had in mind and
you could see if those would be appropriate, and
give us an organized way Of approaching it

What is it that happened? What~i~ Brother Berard
do ? Where did it occur and when did it occur?
How old were you and how often did.it.~ccur? What
period of time and what capacity. And what capacity
were you relating to him and he relating to you.
Teacher, student, whatever, baslcally~those would
be the first questions. Would that sound alright to
~ask?                                          ~,

What is it that Berard did? What actually happened?

In light of the sexual abuse?

Yes,

What do ,ou mean b an ina     ~riate

What does caressing mean?

Holding

And how would he hold you?
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Tightly

Like a hug, embrace

Embrace, ya ya

And besides that, how long would that,embrace last
approximately?

About three minutes, to start out with. ~

And did he touch you in any other way?

N~t at that particular time..

You mentioned heasked you.to      " ~

.Did .he ask you to do .more ~than that?.

Not at that time.

Ok, thank you. And if you’ll just continue as best
you can there.

Is. it easier.for you to.Just tell rather that just
.be asked?

Yes it is

~’m wondering about tha~,~ I think i~ might

We can do that at the end some place along the line
If you can be specific, nbout the details like
would be asking you.

.Ok

Gettin~ the kind of questionkind of like tightnow
this is what youneed, have you had that in mind
maybe just stop after you tell a little bit and
then just see if there is more specifics. I think
what we are getting into is real specifics
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What I feel right now is it’s like a Challenge like
I am havinq to prove myself.

I suppose ya

I going to follow; but would you keep in mind that

The real specifics

Yes ok, ok, I’ll give you real specifics.
~that from that point

Excuse me, I’m going ~ do the same thing
old are.you?

I feel-.
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These were Franc~shans.
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,Break in tape.
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SO, but, your concern is that , one of your concerns
is that there some kind of sense that he has some
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Loren do you need, listening do you need some more
specifics?

Yes, if you’re up to it

Let’s go Back to that

thank you again for offering all,of this,
s time I would like to ask you what, could

you be specific again, in what specifically did
Brother Berard do?
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And it wasn’t OK

We want you to know this wasn’t right, it shouldn’t
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You would
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And is that what you m~an by groom±ng
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this difficult, if you can even be more
specli~ic than that, it will be helpful.
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